INTRODUCTION
Hurricane Maria struck Puerto Rico on 20 September 2017 as the strongest hurricane to make landfall on the island since 1928 (National Weather Service, 2017a) . Maria produced heavy rainfall and flooding across most of Puerto Rico and triggered widespread landslides throughout mountainous areas. Landslides damaged and destroyed structures and roads (Puerto Rico Highway and Transportation Authority, 2017, personal commun.; U.S. Geological Survey, 2017a), in some cases isolating communities for days and weeks (e.g., Radebach, 2017; Schmidt and Hernández, 2017) . Slope failures caused at least three fatalities (Hennessy-Fiske, 2017; Irizarry Álvarez, 2017) , although Kishore et al. (2018) believe that the death toll from Hurricane Maria was underestimated by more than 4000 deaths, some of which could have been related to landslides. Landslides were also partly responsible for damage to the communications and electrical power transmission infrastructure that left much of the island without power for more than six months.
Landslides occur frequently in the mountainous regions of Puerto Rico (e.g., Monroe, 1964 Monroe, , 1979 DeGraff et al., 1989; Larsen and Simon, 1993; Larsen and Torres-Sánchez, 1998; Pando et al., 2005; Lepore et al., 2012) . Most noteworthy was the 7 October 1985 Mameyes disaster, which killed at least 129 people and is recognized as the deadliest landslide in North American history (Campbell et al., 1985; Jibson, 1992) . Hurricanes and tropical cyclone systems (henceforth referred to collectively as TCs) routinely affect Puerto Rico (Hernández Ayala and Matyas, 2016) and are capable of producing landslidetriggering rainfall (e.g., Campbell et al., 1985; Jibson, 1989; Larsen and TorresSánchez, 1992) . Landslides have been associated with at least 17 major disaster declarations in Puerto Rico since 1960 (Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2018) , and, on average, 1.7 major landslidetriggering storms (TCs and non-TC systems) affect Puerto Rico annually (Pando et al., 2005) . The frequency of such events constitutes a hazard to ~1 million U.S. citizens that reside in the predominantly rural interior of the island, much of which is characterized by rugged mountainous terrain (Martinuzzi et al., 2007) . Puerto Rico's vulnerability to extreme rainfall events is sobering given projections of increasingly frequent extreme TCs in the Atlantic Ocean Basin (Knutson et al., 2010) .
As a step toward reducing landslide risk during extreme, island-wide precipitation events, we evaluated the extent and characteristics of Maria-induced landslides throughout Puerto Rico. Herein, we present an assessment of island-wide landslide density, which we compare, in conjunction with rainfall data, to TCs that have affected Puerto Rico since 1960. Additionally, we discuss the conditions specific to landsliding in Puerto Rico and examine the impact of environmental variables (e.g., rainfall, soil moisture, and geology) on observed variations in island-wide landsliding. An improved understanding of causative factors specific to landslides in Puerto Rico is important for revised susceptibility analyses and risk management in anticipation of future storms capable of producing widespread landsliding. www.geosociety.org/gsatoday 1340 m (U.S. Geological Survey, 2017c; Fig. 1A) . Broad lowlands and coastal plains ring most of the island. Presentday tectonic uplift resulting from the convergence of the North American and Caribbean plates is one of the main drivers of the rugged topography that is expressed across much of the island (Taggart and Joyce, 1991; Brocard et al., 2015 Brocard et al., , 2016 . The average annual rainfall varies dramatically across micro-climate zones, with the highest annual rainfall usually reported around the Sierra de Luquillo (Fig. 1A) in the northeastern part of the island (Ravalo et al., 1986; Daly et al., 2003) . High rainfall, temperature, and humidity contribute to widespread saprolite formation (Murphy et al., 2012) .
Puerto Rico is part of an extinct volcanic island arc that lies along the North AmericaCaribbean plate boundary and is underlain by a faulted basement assemblage of Upper Jurassic ocean crustal fragments and Cretaceous to Eocene volcaniclastic and intrusive units (Jolly et al., 1998) . This arc complex is unconformably overlain by a cover sequence of Oligocene-Pliocene carbonates and associated siliciclastic deposits (Monroe, 1976; Ortega-Ariza et al., 2015) .
HURRICANE MARIA
Hurricane Maria made landfall along the southeast coast of Puerto Rico as a Category 4 hurricane at 6:15 a.m. local time (Atlantic Standard Time [AST]) on 20 September 2017 (Pasch et al., 2018) and moved across Puerto Rico with a west-northwest trajectory (Fig. 1A) . Rainfall data from Hurricane Maria vary both in absolute magnitude and spatial distribution. Estimates of average islandwide rainfall from the National Hurricane Center (NHC; Pasch et al., 2018) , the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP; National Weather Service, 2018) , and the PERSIANN-Cloud Classification System (CCS; Center for Hydrometeorology and Remote Sensing, 2018) range from 280 to 543 mm, while maximum rainfall values range from 353 to 1431 mm (see [A] in the GSA Data Repository 1 for a summary of rainfall data). Doppler estimates are not available due to the destruction of radar during the storm (National Weather Service, 2017b) . Although rainfall estimates from Hurricane Maria vary, multiple data sets indicate that at least 250 mm of rain fell across Puerto Rico's mountainous terrain, much of which had received 254-381 mm of rainfall from Hurricane Irma two weeks prior to Maria (5-7 September 2017; Cangialosi et al., 2018) .
LANDSLIDE DISTRIBUTION AND CHARACTERISTICS
To rapidly assess the areas that were most severely impacted by landslides, we used post-hurricane satellite (DigitalGlobe Inc.) and aerial imagery (Sanborn and Quantum Spatial; Vexcel Imaging, 2017) collected between 26 September and 8 October 2017 to map landslide density. A few of the landslides that we mapped 1 GSA Data Repository item 2019079, (A) summaries of published rainfall and soil moisture data from Hurricane Maria and (B) database of past hurricanes and tropical storms in Puerto Rico with landslide occurrences described when applicable, is available online at www.geosociety.org/datarepository/2019. may have occurred during Hurricane Irma, but an absence of imagery during the interim precluded us from differentiating between landslides that occurred during each hurricane. We divided the island into a 2 km × 2 km grid and classified each grid cell as either having no landslides (NLS), 1-25 landslides/km 2 (low landslide density, LLD) or more than 25 landslides/km 2 (high landslide density, HLD). With the intent of rapidly preparing a product to aid emergency response agencies, we visually examined each grid, but did not map individual landslides. Landslide scars were readily visible in imagery because of defoliation from strong winds during Hurricane Maria, and because of the sharp color contrast between exposed soil and rock and the remaining vegetation ( Fig. S1 [see footnote 1]). See Bessette-Kirton et al. (2017) for further description of the mapping procedure. We validated and updated our preliminary density map (Bessette-Kirton et al., 2017) by helicopter and on the ground, covering a distance of 1950 km between 26 October and 6 November 2017.
From our mapping, we estimated that more than 40,000 landslides resulted from Hurricane Maria. Landslides occurred in at least 59 of Puerto Rico's 78 municipalities (Fig. 1B) . Many of the other 19 municipalities have such low relief that landsliding is unlikely. Five HLD clusters, ranging in size from 12 to 132 km 2 , occurred in the north-central and northwestern reaches of the Cordillera Central. Landsliding in the municipalities of Utuado and Naranjito was particularly severe, with ~38% and 45% of each municipality, respectively, classified as having HLD. All five HLD clusters were located ~10-20 km north of the Cordillera Central divide (Fig. 1) . Areas along the southern flank of the Cordillera Central, which have some of the highest relief and steepest slopes on the island, generally had lower landslide densities. During field work, we observed a variety of landslide failure modes and material types and properties. Most landslides were shallow, translational failures in soil or saprolite, generally measuring decimeters to a few meters deep (e.g., Fig. S1A [see footnote 1]). We also observed deeper (up to ~30 m) complex failures (e.g., Fig. S1B ) in soil, saprolite, and rock, and rock falls and rock slides. Many landslides transitioned into debris flows (e.g., Figs. S1C and S1D), and coalescence and subsequent channelization of debris flows (e.g., Fig.  S1D ) was common. Landslides that partly reactivated preexisting landslides were also common. Crosscutting relationships between debris flow and flood deposits indicated that landsliding occurred before, during, and after extreme flooding (e.g., Fig. S1C ). Landslides continued to occur during storms in the days and weeks following Maria.
ASSESSMENT OF CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
Our evaluation of landslide distribution shows that while landslides occurred throughout most of Puerto Rico's mountainous interior, landsliding was particularly severe in five distinct areas (Fig. 1B) . We examined rainfall, soil moisture, and geology in NLS, LLD, and HLD areas as a first-order attempt to understand the differences between severely impacted areas and neighboring areas in which landslides were less spatially dense.
Elevated pore-water pressure from rainfall is the most common trigger for landslides (Terzaghi, 1950) . Because subsurfacewater pressure is not commonly measured, rainfall is often used as a proxy. During Hurricane Maria, rainfall amounts reported by the NHC and NCEP data sets for NLS areas were 7%-12% less than the average island-wide rainfall (Fig. 2) . The average island-wide rainfall reported by the PERSIANN-CCS data set was about equal to rainfall in NLS areas (Fig. 2) . All three data sets showed that rainfall in LLD and HLD areas was greater than average (4%-19% increase; Fig. 2 ), but differences in the spatial distribution of rainfall resulted in inconclusive differences between LLD and HLD areas.
Variability between rainfall data sets calls into question the validity of using island-wide rainfall estimates for localized (Reichle et al., 2018) measurements from April 2015-December 2017 (Hurricane Maria shown with stars). (C) Antecedent SMAP root zone soil moisture measurements during the two weeks preceding Hurricane Maria, including the passage of Hurricane Irma. SMAP data were averaged across the entire island and in areas with low landslide density (LLD) and high landslide density (HLD). CCS-PERSIANN-Cloud Classification System; NCEP-National Centers for Environmental Prediction; NHC-National Hurricane Center. www.geosociety.org/gsatoday areas ( Fig. S2 [see footnote 1] ). Collecting accurate rainfall data during hurricanes is intrinsically difficult due to high winds and the inability to measure sideways rainfall. During Hurricane Maria, these complications were compounded by damage to rain gages (at least 14 of the U.S. Geological Survey's 24 gaging stations; U.S. Geological Survey, 2017b) and the failure of two Federal Aviation Administration Doppler radars (Buchanan, 2017; National Weather Service, 2017b) . Additionally, localized effects, such as orographically enhanced rainfall, may have produced pockets of heavy rain that were not accurately represented by any of the existing data sets.
Soil moisture is a better proxy for porewater pressure than rainfall because it is a subsurface hydrologic response variable. We found that soil moisture measurements from NASA's Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) mission (see [A] in the GSA Data Repository [see footnote 1]) differentiated between LLD and HLD areas more effectively than did rainfall data. We compared landslide density to SMAP's 9 km × 9 km gridded global estimates of root zone (0-100 cm) volumetric water content before (9:30 a.m. AST on 18 September 2017) and after (9:30 p.m. AST on 21 September 2017) Hurricane Maria (Reichle et al., 2018; Fig S3 [see footnote 1] ). These estimates rely on remotely sensed measurements of brightness temperatures and the solution of a water and energy balance (see [A] in the GSA Data Repository for details [see footnote 1]). Both antecedent and post-event root zone SMAP measurements showed that soil moisture was 10%-23% greater than the island-wide average in areas where landslides occurred (LLD and HLD areas) and 5%-7% less than the island-wide average in NLS areas ( Fig. 2A) . Additionally, the difference in deviation from the mean between LLD and HLD areas for antecedent and post-event root zone soil moisture measurements (11%) was nearly twice as large as the spread between LLD and HLD areas for rainfall (3%-6% increase and 7% decrease).
SMAP measurements from the two years prior to Hurricane Maria (Fig. 2B) show that soil moisture across Puerto Rico immediately before Maria (18 September 2017) was 10% above the average islandwide soil moisture during the period of record (April 2015-December 2017).
Additionally, the antecedent soil moisture in LLD and HLD areas was 13% and 11% above average, respectively. SMAP data showed that prior to the passage of Hurricane Irma, the average island-wide soil moisture was already higher than normal, and rainfall from Irma only caused a slight increase in island-wide soil moisture (Fig. 2C) . The increase in soil moisture caused by heavy rainfall during Hurricane Maria was unprecedented (41%-48% above average) during the time period for which SMAP data are available. However, increased antecedent soil moisture prior to Hurricane Maria evidently influenced the susceptibility to landsliding in LLD and HLD areas. This finding, along with the physical relation between increased pore-water pressure and decreased effective material strength (Terzaghi, 1950) , may make soil moisture a useful tool for estimating differential susceptibility to landsliding prior to future storms with predicted heavy and widespread rainfall. Although the resolution of soil moisture data is coarse (9 km × 9 km), and the data for Puerto Rico are primarily derived from a land-surface model without local calibration, our preliminary assessments indicate that SMAP data could be a useful component of landslide forecasting across widespread areas prior to future hurricanes.
An examination of mapped rock formations in mountainous areas indicated that geologic material did not consistently correlate with landslide density. Twelve of the island's 145 rock formations (Bawiec, 1998) had >10% HLD by area. Landslides were observed nearly everywhere in half of these 12 formations and had HLD classification in ≥11% of their areas. In contrast, the other six formations had HLD in ≥14% of their areas but also had no observed landslides in ≥11% of their areas. Similar variability is also apparent when grouping geologic formations by terrane ( Fig. S4 [see footnote 1] ). For example, the intrusive igneous rock terrane had the two formations with the highest proportion of HLD area, both of which also had landslides across nearly their entire areas (granodiorite-quartz diorite of the Utuado batholith [Ku] and hornblende quartz diorite porphyry [Thp] ; Fig. 3 ). However, two similar formations both lacked landslides and had large areas of high density landslides (diorite [TKdi] and rhyodacite porphyry [Trhp]; Fig. 3) . Finally, the San Lorenzo Formation granodiorite (Ksl) had no HLD areas and lacked landslides in 53% of its area, yet the formation is essentially equivalent to the Ku granodiorite (Bawiec, 1998) , which displayed the greatest areal percentage of HLD (63%).
To the extent of the resolution of our data, these variations in landslide density cannot be attributed to differences in rainfall or slope. Instead, it appears that relations between geologic formation and landslide density were largely due to soil moisture variability. For example, Ksl occurs in the eastern quarter of the island where soil moisture was relatively low (0.25-0.26 m 3 /m 3 ), whereas Ku occurs where soil moisture was relatively high (Fig. S5 [see footnote 1] ). Individual formations with large HLD areas (Fig. 3 ) also reveal trends between landsliding and soil moisture ( Fig. S5 ) when considering formations that cover large areas of Puerto Rico (necessitated by the gross resolution of SMAP data). The three formations that are most widespread from east to west (basaltic breccia and basalt lava [Kln] , hornblende quartz diorite porphyry [Thp] , and diorite [TKdi] ; spanning east-west distances of ~60, 70, and 160 km, respectively) display strong positive correlations between soil moisture and landslide density (Fig. S5) . We conclude that landslide densities were not strongly controlled by variable susceptibility to landsliding among the geologic formations, but by variable soil moisture.
Although we have identified spatially averaged correlations between landslide density and soil moisture, the resolution of our island-wide data sets and our method of grid analysis do not allow for differentiation of contributing factors at a scale sufficient for detailed analyses. For example, our analysis of island-wide geology (1:100,000 scale) does not account for localized variations in geologic units that may affect rock weathering rates and soil formation, and therefore landslide susceptibility. The resolution of our 2 km × 2 km grid framework is compatible with island-wide rainfall and soil moisture data sets but is likely less useful for comparison with higher resolution data sets (<4 km 2 ). While our rapidly produced landslide density map allowed for the analysis of contributing factors on a regional scale, a detailed inventory would be invaluable for more localized assessments of landslide susceptibility.
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COMPARISON WITH PAST EVENTS
To place Hurricane Maria in the context of previous landslide-generating TCs, we compiled rainfall data and information on the extent and characteristics of landslides from 72 TCs that affected Puerto Rico between 1960 and 2017 (see [B] in the GSA Data Repository [see footnote 1]). Based on this information, we classified the extent of landsliding as either none, isolated, frequent, or widespread for each TC (Table S2 [see footnote 1]; see Table 1 for classification criteria). In addition to reporting maximum rainfall (Fig. 4A) , we calculated the average rainfall in mountainous terrain (mean mountain rainfall [MMR] , Fig. 4B ) for 56 TCs for which data were available. We used contoured rainfall maps (National Centers for Environmental Prediction, 2018) to extract the average rainfall in areas with slopes >20° for each historical TC to compare with all three rainfall data sets from Hurricane Maria. On average, Hurricane Maria produced more rain than any other TC to affect Puerto Rico in the 58-year record (Fig. 4) . Our calculated MMR values for Hurricane Maria range from 287 to 579 mm, and although these values vary by as much as a factor of two, even the minimum is nearly twice as large as the median MMR for all previous widespread landsliding events (152 mm).
Although TC-triggered widespread landsliding occurs frequently in Puerto Rico, the number and spatial extent of landslides triggered by Hurricane Maria were unprecedented in comparison to previously documented events. For example, Hurricane Hugo (1989) and the precursor to Tropical Storm Isabel (1985) both produced large amounts of rain but only triggered landslides that were confined to localized areas (Jibson, 1989; Larsen and Torres-Sanchez, 1992) . Other TC-triggered landslide events have not been documented systematically, and typically refer to "numerous" landslides in one or more municipalities or regions of Puerto Rico (Table S2 [see footnote 1]). Based on our island-wide landslide density map (Fig. 1B) , we estimate that the number of landslides triggered by Hurricane Maria (at least 40,000) was approximately two orders of magnitude greater than the hundreds of landslides reported from previous detailed inventories.
CONCLUSIONS
Although landsliding is frequent on steep hillslopes in Puerto Rico, the abundance and widespread extent of landslides that occurred during Hurricane Maria were unprecedented in comparison to previously recorded hurricane or tropical storm-triggered landsliding events. Hurricane Maria provided a unique data set to examine the characteristics and contributing factors of landslides with variable failure types and material properties as a means of improving future hazard assessments throughout Puerto Rico.
While we have shown that the average rainfall from Hurricane Maria in mountainous areas was greater than that of any other hurricane or tropical storm in Puerto Rico since 1960, we also found that inconsistencies among rainfall data sets and the coarse resolution of available data did not allow for a meaningful assessment of the correlation between rainfall amount and landslide distribution. Satellite-based SMAP measurements from both before and after Hurricane Maria showed larger differences between low and high landslide density areas, indicating that, unsurprisingly, soil moisture Chart showing formations with >10% by area with high landslide density. Ku-granodiorite; Thp-hornblende quartz diorite; Kap-basalt lava and tuffaceous sandstone; Kco-basaltic lava and volcanic breccia; TKdi-diorite; Trhp-rhyodacite porphyry; Kav-andesitic lava; Kmam-andesite lava and volcanic sandstone and siltstone; TKn-crystal tuff and tuffaceous clastics; Kln-basaltic breccia and basalt lava; Kja-amphibolite; Kper-basalt lava and tuff, volcanic sandstone (Bawiec, 1998) . www.geosociety.org/gsatoday was an important factor in landslide susceptibility. Additionally, above-average antecedent soil moisture levels may have contributed to unprecedented widespread landsliding throughout mountainous areas of Puerto Rico, demonstrating that SMAP data could be used in the future to assess landslide susceptibility prior to hurricanes and tropical storms. We did not observe variable inherent susceptibility to landsliding for geologic bedrock units. Inconsistent correlations between landsliding and underlying bedrock formations likely resulted from differences in soil moisture. While a detailed landslide inventory is necessary for the analysis of localized landslide susceptibility, the rapid quantification of landslide density proved to be advantageous for systematically assessing the impact of widespread landsliding during an extreme precipitation event.
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Student Volunteers
Please wait to register for the meeting until you sign up as a volunteer, unless you want to reserve a space in a Field Trip or Short Course. Sign-up will open in early July. Details are online at community .geosociety.org/attend/registration/volunteers.
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Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport (PHX)
Sky Harbor, dubbed "America's Friendliest Airport," is the main airport for the Greater Phoenix area. Sky Harbor serves more than 100 domestic and international destinations, with 1,200 daily flights. The airport is located in the middle of Greater Phoenix, less than ten minutes from downtown.
Phoenix Light Rail
• Need to get from the airport to your downtown hotel? It will cost you US$2 if you take Phoenix's Valley Metro light-rail system (an all-day pass is US$4).
Photo © Visit Phoenix/Jill Richards.
TRAVEL GRANTS
You still have time to apply for grants. Various groups are offering grants to help defray your costs for registration, field trips, travel, etc., at the GSA Annual Meeting. Check out the meeting website for application and deadline information. Note: Eligibility criteria and deadline dates may vary by grant. The deadline to apply for the GSA Student Travel Grant is 19 Aug.
Learn more at community.geosociety.org/gsa2019/ attend/registration.
• Getting from the airport to downtown affordably is just one of the light rail's perks. 
Phoenix Transit Bus
For citywide and regional route information and schedules, call +1-602-253-5000 or go to ValleyMetro.org. You can also use NextRide for bus arrival times. Phone +1-602-253-5000, say "next ride," and then say or enter the bus stop number. Or text 64274 and enter NXRD and the bus stop number. You'll receive a text message with the arrival time of the next bus.
Phoenix Dial-A-Ride
This service is available seven days a week for people with disabilities. Hours: 5 a.m.-10 p.m. To reserve your ride, call +1-602-253-5000. For more info, visit ValleyMetro.org/accessibility.
Travel & Transportation
There are several ways to navigate the city, including public transportation and transportation services such as taxis, rental cars, charter services, Uber, Lyft, and zTrip. 
Ages: Six months to 12 years
Cost: US$10 per hour per child for children two years or older and US$12 per hour per child for children under two with a onehour minimum per child. At least one parent must be registered for the meeting. This is a discounted rate; GSA subsidizes 85% of the total cost for this service to attendees.
Late pick-up fee: US$5 per child for every five minutes the parent is late.
More info: www.kiddiecorp.com/parents-guide/ Register securely at https://form.jotform.com/KiddieCorp/ gsakids Reserve childcare in advance: To ensure that the center is properly staffed and to facilitate planning of games and other activities for the children, advance registration is required. On-site registration may be possible, at a slightly higher cost, if space is available. The deadline for advance childcare registration is 23 Aug.
Cancellations: For a full refund, cancellations must be made to KiddieCorp prior to 23 Aug. Cancellations made after 23 Aug. will incur a 50% fee. No refunds after 4 Sept.
About:
KiddieCorp is a nationally recognized company that provides onsite children's activities for a comfortable, safe, and happy experience for both kids and parents. Childcare services are a contractual agreement between each individual and the childcare company. GSA assumes no responsibility for the services rendered. GSA has negotiated special hotel rates for GSA 2019 attendees. We appreciate your support by staying in the official GSA hotels; your patronage enables GSA to secure the meeting space at a greatly reduced cost, which in turn helps lower the cost of the meeting and your registration fees.
Orchid.Events (OE) is GSA's only official housing company for this meeting. To be included in the GSA room block and receive GSA rates, you must make your reservation through OE. Reservations are taken on a first-come, first-served, space-available basis. We recommend that you make your reservation early for the best opportunity to get the hotel of your choice. 
Reservation Options
GSA Events Code of Conduct
GSA is committed to providing a professional environment at all of our events, welcoming people from diverse backgrounds and wide-ranging points of view. We are proud of our track record of Respectful, Inclusive Scientific Events, and look forward to hosting another great meeting. Attending GSA events is a privilege, and we expect all attendees of GSA events, including the Annual Meeting, to comply with our Events Code of Conduct. To read the full document, go to www.geosociety.org/conduct.
ICEBREAKER
Get to Know Your Fellow Attendees
Saturday, 21 Sept., 5-7 p.m.
Join fellow industry professionals, students, academics, and GSA's Associated Societies to kick off the meeting with a beverage and great company. 
Association of Earth Science Editors
RIVER PROCESS GEOMODELS
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Submitting an Abstract
Abstract submission deadline: Tuesday, 25 June, 11:59 p.m. PDT Submission fee: US$50 for professionals; US$25 for students Begin at community.geosociety.org/gsa2019/abstracts For detailed guidelines on preparing your submission, please view "preparing an online submission" at https://gsa.confex .com/gsa/2019AM/categorypreparation.cgi.
TWO-ABSTRACT RULE
• You may submit two volunteered abstracts, as long as one of the abstracts is for a poster presentation.
• Each submitted abstract must be different in content.
• If you are invited to submit an abstract in a Pardee Keynote Symposium or a topical session, the invited abstracts do not count against the two-abstract rule.
POSTER PRESENTERS
• You will be provided with one horizontal, free-standing 8-ftwide by 4-ft-high display board and Velcro for hanging your display at no charge.
• Each poster booth will share a 6-ft-long by 30-inch-wide table.
• Electricity is available for a fee.
• Wi-Fi will be available in the poster hall area.
• Posters should be on display from 9 a.m. • Want to present your poster digitally? As a poster presenter, you will be given the opportunity to present your poster in a digital format. Information on this will be provided in the acceptance notices. Presenters are responsible for all fees associated with this type of presentation.
ORAL PRESENTERS
• The normal length of an oral presentation is 12 minutes plus three minutes for questions and answers.
• You must visit the Speaker Ready Room at least 24 hours before your scheduled presentation.
• All technical session rooms will be equipped with a PC running Windows 7/MS Office 2016.
• Presentations should be prepared using a 16:9 screen ratio.
ABSTRACTS SUBMISSION CODE OF ETHICS
Working together as a community of geoscientists, we will continue to advance the finest science in a respectable, professional manner. Authors will display integrity in disseminating their research. Presentations will adhere to the content and conclusions of abstracts, as submitted and reviewed. Listed coauthors will have made a bona fide contribution to the project. Conversely, the presenter should remain gracious by offering collaborators the opportunity for recognition as a co-author. All co-authors must be aware of their inclusion and have accepted that recognition. Presenters must be diligent in preparing a polished product that conveys high quality scholarship. Submission of an abstract implies a sincere intent to attend the meeting.
Request an Annual Meeting Press Release
Each year, GSA works to highlight scientific presentations from the Annual Meeting that may be of wider interest beyond the GSA community. If you are presenting new research that you would like to share with science journalists and the audiences they write for, please let us know well in advance of the meeting. Submit a press release request at https://bit.ly/2VAEvHr. "I just loved it so much!! This was my first GSA and I had such a blast! I learned so much and met so many great people, everything was very well organized!" In commemoration of the concurrent 150th anniversary of John Wesley Powell's first expedition and the 100th anniversary of Grand Canyon National Park this year, this symposium presents historical and modern perspectives on understanding and sustaining the iconic geological landscapes of Grand Canyon that encode nearly two billion years of earth history. Presenters will highlight the importance of Grand Canyon to the indigenous people who have long inhabited it, the generations of geoscientists who explore and study it, the expert interpreters and educators who teach from it, and the millions who visit to experience and learn from this singular place. As society increasingly relies on geoscientists for resources and hazards mitigation, the profession must remain on the leading edge of innovation to solve complex challenges. Geoscience departments and academic leaders play a critical role in recruiting and training these future innovative geoscientists, as well as promoting an inclusive culture to support the academic enterprise that extends beyond our departments. Panelists who have championed non-traditional policies for faculty advancement, bolstered inclusive departmental cultures, and initiated practices that highlight the successes of their departments will discuss their strategies and how to overcome common challenges. 20 GSA Today | June 2019
P3. Geoscience Communication in the Modern
P5. Extreme Impacts of Global
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Fires, floods, and melting ice-can't we talk about something nice? Scientific data overwhelmingly demonstrate recent global temperature increases-due largely to combustion of fossil fuels-disrupt Earth's hydrologic, biologic, atmospheric, and geologic systems, thereby driving extreme impact events resulting in destruction of life and property. Despite this, effectively communicating the causes and risks of climate change and changing how people think about climate change remains a challenge. Why? In this interactive session, we combine up-to-date science on extreme events such as wildfires, hurricanes, sealevel rise, and arctic warming with compelling presentations on climate communication and education. The circum-Arctic region has received considerable attention over the past several decades with vigorous debate focused on topics such as mechanisms for opening the Eurasian and Amerasian basins, the importance of plumerelated magmatism in the development of the Arctic Ocean, and mechanisms for ancient terrane translation along the Arctic margins. In recognition of the 25th anniversary of the Circum-Arctic Structural Events program, an international polar research effort organized and led by Germany's Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe, this volume presents results from 18 major field expeditions involving over 100 international geoscientists from a broad spectrum of disciplines, focusing on the Proterozoic to Cenozoic tectonic evolution of the circum-Arctic region with correlations to adjacent orogens.
Discover Cool Geology in the Midwest
SPE541, 686 p., ISBN 978-0-8137-2541-3 $120.00 | member price $84.00
SPECIAL PAPER 539
The Art of Finding Springs, Second Edition: A Translation of L'Art de Découvrir les Sources, Seconde Édition
By Abbé Jean-Baptiste Paramelle; translated by Patricia Bobeck
Jean-Baptiste Paramelle (b. 1790) published The Art of Finding Springs in 1856 as a "how-to" manual-a compilation of observations and experiences gained during his career in water exploration. Between 1832 and 1853, Paramelle had found groundwater (his "springs") in more than 10,000 places in France; his observational method was a scientific advance over water-finding methods used earlier in the nineteenth century. The 32 chapters of this volume, carefully translated from its original French by Patricia Bobeck, include topics such as definitions of landforms, rock types, advice on how to observe geology and landforms in the field, discussion of the water cycle and spring formation, how to determine the depth and volume of groundwater, where to look and where not to look for groundwater, and more.
SPE539, 127 p., ISBN 978-0-8137-2539-0 $58.00 | member price $40.00
Cross section of a vale whose bottom is filled with transported material.
By Abbé Jean-Baptiste Paramelle Translated by Patricia Bobeck
The Art of Finding Springs, Second Edition
A Translation of L'Art de Découvrir les Sources, Seconde Édition
Special Paper 539 
Publishing your work is important, but how do you go about it?
Led by experienced GSA science editors, this workshop focuses on the bigger creative picture. Learn how to:
• frame and structure your work for publication,
• write an attention-getting cover letter,
• choose the right journal for your work,
• and more! Plus, hear from experts on what constitutes a good review and how you would benefit from being a reviewer.
This highly successful workshop for early career geoscientists on the process of preparing and publishing papers will be held at the 2019 GSA Annual Meeting in Phoenix, Arizona, USA. More information and a link to the application is at www.geosociety.org/GSA/Publications/GSA/Pubs/writersResource.aspx. 
Ticketed Events
The following events require tickets purchased in advance; please purchase your ticket when you register for GSA 2019. If you are not attending the GSA Annual Meeting & Exposition but would like to purchase a ticket to one of these events, please contact the GSA Meetings Department at meetings@geosociety.org.
Paleontological Society (PS) Business Meeting & Awards Reception Buffet
Sun., 22 Sept., 6:30-10:30 p.m. Professionals: US$TBD; students: US$TBD.
Student & Early Career Professionals Networking Reception
Sun., 22 Sept., 7-9:30 p.m. US$10 (increases to US$15 after 19 Aug.).
Association for Women Geoscientists (AWG) Awards & Networking Breakfast
Mon., 23 Sept., 6:30-8:30 a.m. Professionals: US$42; students: US$15*. 
Geoscience Information Society (GSIS) Awards Luncheon
MGPV-MSA-GS Joint Reception
Tues., 24 Sept., 5:45-7:30 p.m. Professionals: US$10; students: US$5.
GSA Environmental & Engineering Geology Division Awards Reception
Tues., 24 Sept., 6:30-9:30 p.m. Professionals: US$45; students: US$20.
GSA Planetary Geology Division Annual Banquet & G.K. Gilbert Awardee Celebration
Tues., 24 Sept., 7-10 p.m. Professionals: US$60; students: US$40*.
*There is a limited number of student tickets available at this price. Once they are gone only professional price tickets will be available. 
Notice of GSA Council Meetings
Event Space & Event Listing Requests
Please let us know about your non-technical events via our online event space & event listing databaseconnect via community.geosociety.org/gsa2019/ connect/events. Space is reserved on a first-come, first-served basis. Event space & event listing submissions should be used for meeting rooms to hold events (i.e., business meetings, luncheons, receptions, etc.). We will continue to take requests through 29 August on a space available basis and the event can be included on the mobile app.
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Edible Gardening
Mon., 23 Sept., 10-11 a.m.
Often confined to the backyard, edible gardens are about to make their front-yard debut. A certified garden expert will introduce the concept of incorporating traditional landscape plants with edible plants to create a visually appealing and functional garden. Selecting the right plants and incorporating design into your garden will provide food season after season by using ecofriendly solutions to create an environment for them to flourish. The resulting productive crop of seasonal herbs and vegetables can become a part of your family's health and well-being as you learn where and how your food is produced.
Desert Hacks & Facts
Tues., 24 Sept., 10-11 a.m.
Learn a potpourri of skills, techniques, tricks, and facts that make a walk in the desert enjoyable, interesting, and survivable. Want to enjoy that hike in the desert a bit more? Want answers to questions such as: "How do I find my direction when my GPS and cell phone don't work?" "Can I really start a campfire with a soda can?" "How do I know what type of animal track I am looking at?" "What is a glochid?" "How does a saguaro thrive?" "Where can I find pierogi?" This 60-minute stomp through unusual desert trivia will prepare you to fake being a desert denizen and impress your family and friends. We warmly welcome all members of the GSA community to Phoenix! As part of that welcome, we offer registered guests and Penrose Circle Invitees a comfortable hospitality suite for rest and relaxation while technical sessions are happening. As a registered guest, you are welcome to attend your companion's technical session(s), and you will have admittance to the Exhibit Hall. Activities in the suite include complimentary refreshments, entertaining and complimentary seminars, and local experts ready to answer your questions about the area. Local tours and activities will also be offered for an additional fee. We hope you take advantage of the tours to learn about the area from one of the knowledgeable guides.
Guest Program
Seminars
Southwest Wildlife Exhibit Sun., 22 Sept., 10-11 a.m.
Enjoy an up-close-and-personal look at the creatures that call the Southwest desert home. A sample of our native Sonoran reptiles, birds, and/or mammals will be available, along with their handler, for a brief presentation on life in the Arizona wild. www.geosociety.org/AnnualMeeting
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Heard Museum
Sun., 22 Sept., 9:30 a.m.-1 p.m. US$59; 20-person minimum.
We're off to the Heard Museum, which reigns as the leading exhibitor of the heritage and history and arts and crafts of the Native American people. You'll trace the development of the culture of the Southwestern Indians through the many art displays, including Kachina carvings, silver-smithing, rug weavings, pottery, and basketry, to name a few. Look in on a Southwestern Indian craftsman as they create an original work of art, and browse through the gift shop, offering one of the finest selections of original Indian crafts available in the Valley. We'll also include a tour of the surrounding neighborhood to familiarize you with the downtown convention center area.
Desert Botanical Garden
Mon., 23 Sept., 8 a.m.-noon. US$64; 20-person minimum.
Most of the world's 20,000 varieties of cacti and desert plants are displayed in this 145-acre living museum, along with succulents, trees, wildflowers, and shrubs from arid regions of Asia, Africa, Australia, and the Americas. Temporary art exhibits rotate throughout the year, and guests will enjoy the creations of both national and local artists with colorful and monumental exhibitions, which can be found throughout the garden. Our guide will be available during the self-guided tour to answer any questions. You won't want to miss "Plants and People of the Sonoran Desert," a three-acre trail through a saguaro cactus forest, a mesquite thicket, a desert stream environment, and an upland chaparral habitat that explores the many uses of desert plants for food, construction, tools, basket making, and more. As we travel through the city to the gardens, our guide will showcase various points of interest along the route.
Local Tours
The following tours are open to all registered meeting attendees and guests. Follow us to the foothills of Frank Lloyd Wright's Taliesin West, the architectural school and foundation of the legendary master. You'll look in on his architects of tomorrow and their blueprints for the future and view a slide show highlighting the past works created by Wright. During this 90-minute tour, you'll visit the Wrights' private living quarters, the gracious Taliesin West "garden room," the drafting studio, music pavilion, the cabaret cinema, and more while you enjoy a walking tour around the terraces and walkways with an experienced guide who will explain the history and importance of the architecture. From there, we'll head on to Carefree, a resort community north of the city, nestled in the Foothills, offering a rugged Western, yet upscale, vibe. We'll stop at some of the boutique shops and galleries and include plenty of sightseeing along the way.
Hello Phoenix, Hello Scottsdale
Wed., 25 Sept., 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m. US$42; 20-person minimum.
Join us for an introduction and overview to the 5th largest city in America, Phoenix, Arizona. Our experienced guide will keep you entertained and informed during our tour around the historic, financial, and entertainment districts surrounding the convention center and beyond. From past to present, you'll learn about our vibrant city, including a drive past the capitol building, the sports arena, and several historic Phoenix landmarks. We'll also travel to the Old Town/5th Ave. area of Scottsdale, where you'll have time to explore the unique Southwestern shops, boutiques, and galleries that make Scottsdale "The West's Most Western Town." 
Visit the GeoCareers Center
Phoenix Convention Center, Sun.-Tues., 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Wed., 9 a.m.-noon community.geosociety.org/gsa2019/connect/student-ecp/geocareers
Mentoring Opportunities
GSA has a tradition of offering a variety of mentoring opportunities at the meeting, whether you are a student, early career professional, professional, or retiree. Please consider being a mentor at the annual meeting. Complete an application at https://goo.gl/forms/WVsFCPStWh9hByev1. Questions? Contact Jennifer Nocerino, jnocerino@geosociety.org.
Drop-in Mentor:
This one-on-one mentoring activity takes place in the GeoCareers Center and offers up to 30 minutes for students to ask questions and seek advice from a mentor. At least 24 mentors are needed.
Networking Reception Mentor:
This reception brings together students, early career professionals, and mentors. Mentors answer questions, offer advice about careers plans, and comment on job opportunities within their fields. At least 40 mentors are needed.
On To the Future Mentor: On To the Future (OTF) mentors are paired with a student who is a part of the OTF program, which supports students from diverse groups who are attending their first Annual Meeting. Mentors will meet with their mentee each day of the meeting, introduce the mentee to five contacts, and share their professional experiences in the geosciences. Matching will be completed using an online platform. Learn more at https:// bit.ly/2r1EwZ1. At least 100 mentors are needed.
Résumé Mentor: Résumé mentors are matched with a student on-site to review the student's résumé. Consultations take place for 30 minutes in the GeoCareers Center in a one-on-one format. At least 28 mentors are needed. Everyone is welcome at this celebration of diversity sponsored by the GSA Diversity in the Geosciences Committee. Socialize and share ideas at this informal gathering for those interested in broadening diversity in the geosciences. OTF awardees, the recipient of the OTF research grant, and minority scholarship recipients will be recognized, with a special presentation by the Bromery Award winner.
Women in Geology Mentor
Learn more about this program and how you can help mentor a student at www.geosociety.org/otf.
"My high school class visited this meeting for the first time and we loved it!
It really opened our views to the world of geology and geosciences." 
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Family Fun
Head downtown for imaginative learning and exploration in Phoenix's top family-friendly museums and attractions:
• The four floors of interactive exhibits at the Arizona Science Center are engaging for all ages. Once you've walked through a giant stomach and engineered your own airplane, you can kick back for a planetarium show or big-screen IMAX theater adventure. • Little ones up to age 10 can crawl, build, and pedal their way through exhibits at the Children's Museum of Phoenix, designed to stimulate the senses and launch the imagination.
• Older children can discover the culture of Southwest American Indian communities at the Heard Museum through hands-on learning and interactive exhibits.
• Start a visit to the Phoenix Art Museum by picking up a scavenger hunt for kids to guide their exploration of the museum's collections.
• The one-of-a-kind Musical Instrument Museum invites visitors of all ages to explore a global collection of more than 6,600 assembled from around 200 of the world's countries and territories-and try their hand at playing a few. Have a Taylor Swift fan in the family? They'll love her exhibit in the artist gallery.
• Go wild for more than 1,400 local and exotic animals at the Phoenix Zoo, including up-close encounters with giraffes, stingrays, and camels.
Visit Phoenix
Let Us Surprise You
With so much to do in Phoenix you'll need more than a few days.
Sports Fans
• Catch a Major League Baseball game. The Arizona Diamondbacks will be taking on the St. Louis Cardinals on 23 & 24 September at 6:40 p.m.
• Tee off where the pros play at TPC Scottsdale's Stadium Course, or if you forget your clubs, take a tour of PING's world headquarters.
Children's Museum. Photo © Visit Phoenix.
South Mountain. Photo © Visit Phoenix.
Travel Like a Local
• Hit all the local favorites and hidden treasures by starting downtown at Roosevelt Row Arts District. There you'll be able to get some amazing photos of vibrant murals splashed along the sides of businesses and down the alleys and sidestreets. You can also stop in numerous galleries, boutiques, and beloved eateries. • Take to nature and hit the trails that locals tend to favor, including Dobbins Lookout, the highest point of South Mountain Park and Preserve. Plenty of trails explore Papago Park's iconic red buttes, and for an easy hike with a big scenic payoff, you'll want to visit Hole-in-the-Rock.
INTRODUCTION
It may not surprise you that one of eighteen busts in the Hall of Heroes at the National Wallace Monument in Stirling, Scotland, is the likeness of a famous geologist, except it is not James Hutton, Roderick Murchison, nor Charles Lyellit is a bust of Hugh Miller. As an American traveling through Scotland, I discovered the profound reverence bestowed on the memory of Hugh Miller, a man who brought colorful observations, as well as interpretations, from his geologic explorations to the common man in newspaper serials and books. He was among the first popular and prolific science writers to promote the nascent field of geology. He gave it credibility and soothed tensions that developed between "anti-geology" biblical literalists and scientists. He wrote, "Let me qualify myself to stand as an interpreter between nature and the public; while I strive to narrate as pleasingly and describe as vividly as I can, let truth, not fiction be my walk ..." (Miller, 1840, p. 438) .
EARLY LIFE
Hugh Miller was born on the Old Red Sandstone of the Black Isle in Cromarty, Scotland. The thatch-roofed, long, low, twostory house of his birth and early childhood stands on Church Street. It currently houses the Hugh Miller Museum, designated a National Trust for Scotland. Miller was five years old when his father, a ship captain, was lost at sea (Miller, 1840) . He and his young sisters were raised under austere conditions by his widowed mother, her unmarried sister, and his uncles Sandy and James. His education was not without troubles, involving obstinacy in the face of authority and altercations with fellow students. Yet, equipped with a keen intellect, young Hugh was an avid reader and precocious with a willful, wild, and good-natured mischievousness. His uncle Sandy guided his studies and instructed him in reasoning and the nuances of the natural world around him, so that even as a child he began to collect rocks and fossils and developed a habit of making careful, thorough observations. These were the roots of a common man, not a gentleman scientist.
His mother remarried, and in 1820 at age 18, Miller apprenticed as a stonemason with his stepfather's brother. It was in the rocks of the Black Isle quarries, and between Cromarty and the Sutors, twin buttresses that guard the south entrance to Cromarty Firth, that Miller visited caves and collected fossil fish and eurypterids from the Devonian Old Red Sandstone and ammonites from Jurassic exposures near Eathie. He wrote (Miller, 1840, p. 163) , "Who, after even a few hours in such a school, could avoid becoming a geologist?" Miller worked among stonemason crews building houses at Conon Bridge and Gairloch in Wester Ross. In 1824-1826, he traveled to Niddrie Woods, near Edinburgh, as a journeyman. Tragically, he was afflicted with the "stonecutter's malady," silicosis, and weakened lungs would plague him throughout his life. He recuperated from acute symptoms at Cromarty and Inverness, threw off an earlier skepticism of faith, and continued studies of geology. To make ends meet, he engraved headstones, wrote articles and poetry for local newspapers, and produced a volume of Scottish folklore (Miller, 1835) . From humble beginnings, he never lacked ambition. He ventured into bookkeeping for a bank to offer the station in society that he felt his fiancé and her family could accept. In 1837, he married Lydia Mackenzie Falconer. With the loss of an infant, and unhappy in his career, Hugh and Lydia moved to Edinburgh to start anew.
THE WITNESS AND GEOLOGIC WRITINGS
In 1840, Hugh Miller became chief editor and writer for The Witness, a newspaper that promoted separatist sectarian views, and it also provided an outlet for narratives of his adventures. As a well-read, self-taught geologist, his explorations of the Scottish Highlands and islands were subjects of a series of articles that became books, like The Old Red Sandstone or, New Walks in an Old Field (Miller, 1841) and several others (Miller, 1849 (Miller, , 1857a (Miller, , 1857b (Miller, 1857b, p. 431 ), I observed scattered over the beach, in the neighborhood of the lead mine, considerable quantities of the hard chalk of England; and, judging there could be no deposits of the hard chalk in this neighborhood, I addressed myself on my way back, to a kelp-burner engaged in wrapping up his fire for the night with a thick covering of weed, to ascertain how it had come there. "Ah, master," he replied, "That chalk is all that remains of a fine large English vessel, that was knocked to pieces here a few years ago. She was ballasted with the chalk; and as it is a light sort of stone, the surf has washed it ashore from that low reef in the middle of the tideway where she struck and broke up."
Like many of his contemporaries, Hugh Miller was a man of faith, but one who did not struggle in reconciling evidence from the natural world with the notions and culture of Christian-centric Victorian Britain. He considered fossils in a pre-Darwinian view as manifestations of earlier creations, and he accepted the idea of deep time, but not without biblical-literalist detractors. Miller was a man of conscience. He supported the rights of common folk and was a central character in the Disruption of 1843, a historic rift in the Church of Scotland that saw founding of the Free Church. Many of his compatriots viewed this movement as a step toward ecclesiastical democratization.
SUICIDE
The legacy of Hugh Miller is bittersweet. Despite his accomplishments and influence on geology and the church, around midnight on the eve of 24 December 1856, at Shrub Mount his home in Portobello, he committed suicide with a gunshot to his chest. In the suicide note, he expressed emotionally an unbearable burning pain in his head with a mysterious reference, "I must have walked." He asked forgiveness and bade farewell to his family. In recollections of his last days, to his family, he spoke of his increasing cognitive dysfunction; to a close friend, he described hallucinations. Despite published accounts of a posthumous medical examination, we only can speculate on the full circumstances surrounding his death. He wrote of dark times in his earlier stonemason years; others mentioned his obsession with thwarting theft from his collections at Shrub Mount (Swiderski, 1983; Campbell and Holder, 2005) . Hugh Miller was buried in Grange Cemetery in Edinburgh, but in Cromarty Cemetery, a statue of Hugh Miller stands atop a 15-m column erected in commemoration of his life and work. He was a favorite son of his community, a common man, and a hero of Scotland.
In honoring great geoscientists, we mustn't ignore the difficult parts. While his writings expressed the depth of his passions and compassion, Hugh Miller had human frailties.
A lesson may be learned in acknowledging that even brilliant, self-made individuals are susceptible to mental illness and suicide. In 2017, ~47,000 people committed suicide in the United States (USA Today, 2018; American Foundation for Suicide Prevention, https://afsp.org/about-suicide/suicide-statistics/). It is the 10th leading cause of death, and the third leading cause of death among young people in the U.S. The rate of suicide, 14 in 100,000, is rising. Suicide has touched many of our lives and families; it is preventable. If you or someone you know is at risk of suicide, you can find help at the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline (https://suicidepreventionlifeline.org) or call +1-800-273-8255, available 24 hours every day. In a recent paper, Glazner et al. (GSA Today, Feb. 2019) proposed a major change in the terminology of plutonic rocks, whereby a simplified rock name is prefixed with the mode. In this classification, a granite might be named 20,20,50 granite. proposed this classification system for three reasons. First, they maintain that rock terminology is too complex; they note that at least 157 igneous rock names exist. The second is that the boundaries in the International Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS) classification are arbitrary and hence are confusing when applied to plutonic rock units that show a range in composition. Third, the IUGS system of classification is qualitative, and the quantitative data from which the classification is derived are discarded once the name is determined. To solve these problems propose that the petrologic community discard the IUGS classification system and substitute a system with a limited number of rock names that are prefixed by the modal abundance of major phases (such as quartz, alkali feldspar, and plagioclase [QAP] in felsic rocks). They maintain that this is a simpler classification and that it lends itself to a more quantitative classification scheme.
We take exception to Glazner et al.'s (2019) proposal and instead recommend that geologists continue to use the IUGS classification system for naming plutonic rocks. Their first justification, that there are too many obscure terms in igneous petrology, was a problem recognized by the IUGS commission . Hence, the IUGS rock names replaced a plethora of obscure terms. The IUGS classification scheme involves only 55 names for common plutonic igneous rocks. Of these, rocks with ≥10% quartz (the most common group) are described by only 23 names, many of which share the same root name. These names need not be memorized because they are present in the various IUGS diagrams for rock names, a diagram that is easily pasted into field notebooks.
The argument of that rock names are determined by "arbitrary" boundaries is not compelling. These boundaries are not arbitrary: The IUGS commission spent many years developing a system that conformed, as much as possible, with existing classification systems. Furthermore, the rock terms have meaning in the sense that geologists know what to expect of a rock described as tonalite instead of granite. support their arguments with the observation that two of the plutons in the Sierra Nevada batholith, the Cathedral Peak Granodiorite and the El Capitan Granite, contain rocks that look the same (their Fig. 1 ). Thus they conclude that the names "granodiorite" and "granite" are in error. However, the error is not in the names of the individual rocks, it is in the assumption that the Cathedral Peak Granodiorite contains only granodiorite whereas the El Capitan Granite contains only granite. Plutons are rarely homogeneous over distances greater than a few tens of meters: they contain rocks with a range of compositions. Whereas each rock named by the IUGS classification is valid, the assumption that the pluton name (i.e., Cathedral Peak Granodiorite) classifies all rocks within the pluton as granodiorite, as implied by , is simply false. 's third point is that appending numbers that reflect modal abundances to a simple name will result in a more precise description of the rock. This suggestion indicates a confusion of precision and accuracy. Modes are difficult to determine in the field where, as observe, the distinction between alkali feldspar and plagioclase can be subtle. Field estimation of modes is unlikely to be better than ±10%. With this precision, a rock classified as a 25,25,40 granite would occupy a large field in the QAP diagram (Fig. 1) . For this reason, suggested a preliminary classification in which granitic rocks may be named with the termination "-oid," as in granitoid. Point-counting a minimum of 1000 points on stained slabs or thin sections produces a more accurate determination of quartz, plagioclase, and alkali feldspar abundances that are used to identify the appropriate IUGS rock name. However, as observe, only 5% of the analyses archived in the NAVDAT database have associated modal data. This means that their quantitative classification system, in addition to being of limited value in the field, is not likely to be widely applied.
A further problem with modal classification is that even when mineral proportions are accurately determined there remains an inherent, irreducible uncertainty. First, the abundance of feldspars in a granitoid is dependent on the cooling history of the rock. A rock that cooled relatively swiftly and contains sodiumbearing orthoclase will have a different ratio of alkali feldspar to plagioclase than one that cooled slowly and contains sodium-poor microcline and plagioclase with sodic rims. Furthermore, crystallization of any muscovite or biotite in a rock will deplete the orthoclase component from the feldspar matrix. Similarly, hornblende crystallization will deplete a www.geosociety.org/gsatoday plagioclase component. Any statistical application of a modal classification system would involve these uncertainties.
The IUGS classification bins samples into a relatively small number of rock names to give geologists a general sense of the rock composition. As puts it, "The system is merely of descriptive character, as it serves to order the rocks that occur in nature according to their mineral content." Moreover, the system allows for modification of the IUGS rock name to make it more informative: a biotite hornblende granodiorite has more hornblende than biotite. A geologist knows that magnetite granite contains Fe 3 O 4 as the main mafic component of the rock. The prefixes leuco-and mela-may be used to indicate the abundance of mafic minerals in the rock. In addition, the assemblage of IUGS rock names determined from a particular intrusion provides information about magma evolution, which in turn can help identify tectonic setting. For example, a suite of plutonic rocks containing quartz diorite, tonalite, and granodiorite is typical of continental arc batholiths, whereas a suite consisting of monzonite, syenite, quartz syenite, and granite is typical of ferroan granitoids from extensional environments (Fig. 2) .
We conclude that it is a mistake to modify the IUGS classification system to make it into a quantitative naming system. The IUGS classification system was developed over nearly 20 years and involved 456 petrologists from 52 countries . The idea that it should be overturned by a single paper is inadvisable. Glazner et al.'s (2019) proposal to use modes in a quantitative way eliminates rock names that are meaningful and well-established in the geological literature and is burdened by the inherent imprecision of modal analyses. Whole rock chemical analyses are more accurate and reproducible than modes; consequently, as far as quantitative databases are concerned, geochemical databases, coupled with a complete IUGS rock name, provide a better way to quantify rock variability than modes. Together, the IUGS rock names and the corresponding geochemical analyses provide insights into the most important, and frankly most exciting, questions in petrology, including how igneous melts form, how the magmas evolve, and how their compositions reflect the tectonic environments where these processes take place. Let's leave the well-established IUGS classification system in place rather than to try to fix something that is not broken. LG-peraluminous leucogranites; Q-quartz; A-alkali feldspar; P-plagioclase. From Frost and Frost (2014) . to correct what they see as major shortcomings, including: (1) consanguineous, mappable, igneous rock bodies can exhibit modal variation requiring multiple rock names to describe; (2) these names rarely convey information regarding rockforming processes or tectonic settings; and (3) their discussion imparts the perception that their "quantitative" approach corrects these problems. In addition, they portend the "qualitative" nature of the IUGS system inhibits the use of artificial intelligence (AI) for data mining and analysis of igneous rocks. I present several points for consideration and recommend against adopting Glazner et al.'s (2019) suggestions.
The strength(s) of the IUGS system are as follows: (A) It is a quantitative classification scheme based upon modal abundances of minerals in the rock sample, which can be measured, with associated uncertainties, following well-known procedures (see Chayes, 1956) . Quantitative modal analysis is accomplished at many scales: thin-sections (Willis et al., 2017) , hand-samples (Elliott, 1999) , and mapscale or pluton/batholith-scale using multiple hand samples (see Figure 7 in Hogan and Sinha, 1989) . (B) Procedures for classifying rocks using this data are self-consistent and easily followed. A root name (e.g., granodiorite) is assigned using normalized modal abundances of major minerals (e.g., quartz, alkali feldspar, plagioclase). (C) The IUGS classification scheme does include the abundance and identity of minor and accessory minerals in naming the rock. Modifiers reflect the modal abundance of mafic minerals ("color index" "M") of the rock (e.g., leucocratic granodiorite). Trends in M are readily discernible using the IUGS scheme ( Figure 13 in Figure 8 in Wones, 1980) . (D) The identity of minor and accessory minerals is included in the name according to their modal abundance, with greater abundance closer to the root name (e.g., leucocratic, titanite, hornblende, biotite, granodiorite). (E) Preliminary rock names, based upon "rough" estimation (i.e., using charts as a visual aid) of modal abundance (e.g., a leucocratic, biotite, hornblende granitoid) are used until the alkali feldspar/plagioclase ratio is constrained ( Figure 6 in . (F) The IUGS procedure is quantitative, readily reproducible, easily followed, and understood by geoscientists worldwide.
The IUGS classification scheme is compatible with mapping heterogeneous igneous rocks. Sedimentary strata commonly consist of multiple rock types, interbedded at several scales, with sharp or gradational contacts, and are mapped as a "formation" without abandoning well-established sedimentary nomenclature. Heterogeneous intrusive igneous rocks, composed of multiple rock types with gradational contacts, can be mapped as lithodemes or as suites (e.g., Tuolumne Intrusive Suite; see Easton et al., 2016) without abandoning well-established IUGS nomenclature for igneous rocks. The description of the physical characteristics of the rock types, nature of the contacts, comprising mappable lithodemes or suites, along with the IUGS names, are included in its formal description.
The motivation for classification schemes is an important and fundamental subject for all students investigating a topic of interest. Classification schemes can be largely objective, based upon measurable and reproducible facts, and internally consistent rules. Alternatively, classification schemes can be interpretive and based upon inferred parameters. Each type of classification scheme serves an important scientific purpose. suggest transforming the objective IUGS classification scheme into an interpretive classification scheme where wellestablished taxonomy are repurposed to convey a vision of how igneous rocks form. The example they use is "granodiorite" and propose this term to become synonymous with a subduction zone setting. Unfortunately, such classification schemes tend to be transient, as leucocratic biotitemuscovite granite is not universally accepted as an S-type granite, nor are gradational lit-par-lit contacts considered proof of granitization. In contrast, by keeping observations (modal data) separate from interpretation (e.g., zone refining) the integrity of names determined by correct application of the IUGS classification scheme (e.g., hornblende-biotite granodiorite) will continue to hold factual meaning worldwide, well into the future, despite any interpretation of the tectonic setting or the processes by which a rock formed (see Streckeisen, 1976, p. 4 , section "Principles of Classification").
Scientific classification schemes are challenged by imposing order on the continuum that is the natural world. This is evident in every science discipline including biology despite the oversimplification of "doggish cats" and "cattish dogs" manufactured by . For example, lichens are living organisms that are neither a fungi nor a cyanobacterium but a blend (DePriest, 2004 We appreciate that our paper has generated comments and thank their authors for giving us the opportunity to clarify some of the points that we made.
We assume that anyone who uses the International Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS) classification to name a rock has estimated modal data, whether by eye in the field, by point counting, by electron-beam methods, etc. The main point of our paper was simply that these data should be part of the name rather than discarded or left in a field notebook. Our system permits the use of the IUGS name if one wishes. However, adding modal data to the name permits current terminology to be simplified, and it permits name boundaries to be fuzzy without loss of precision. In our view, fuzzy name boundaries have at least two advantages: the names better depict the nature of modal variation, and they eliminate the use of multiple rock names to refer to suites of closely similar rocks.
As an example, calling a rock a 30,30,30 granite tells you rather directly what is in the rock. In contrast, calling a rock "granite" is vague; the IUGS name "granite" can only be quantified as two inequalities plus an equation, in four unknowns: 
where the variables are modal abundances of quartz (q), alkali feldspar (a), plagioclase (p), and the sum of everything else (m).
The IUGS term "granite" applies to any composition within the shaded pyramid (Fig. 1) defined by the inequalities and equation above. We know by experience that real granites lie somewhere near the base of this volume, but the IUGS name, even with a modifier such as "leucocratic," gives little help. In contrast, Figure 1 shows 500 variations of a 30,30,30 granite wherein normally distributed numbers with a mean of five were added to the modal abundances. Even with such variation in the estimates, the composition of the rock is narrowed down far better than with the bare IUGS name. Hogan (2019) states that the IUGS classification is quantitative. It is, at the same level that knowing a postal code narrows down where someone lives-not very precisely. Similarly, he contends that color index is given quantitatively by words such as "leucocratic," which again are quite imprecise; this is akin to noting the time by saying that it is night. We contend that if the color index is observed (as it must be to apply an IUGS name), then it should be reported and not discarded.
We disagree with Hogan (2019) that rock classification is no different from biologic classification. A biologist keying out dogs and cats will find a split after Order Carnivora with dogs at the end of one branch, cats at another, bears at another, and so on; there are no doggish cats or cattish bears-they are discrete species owing to discrete genomes, which is why the Linnaean system has served biologists so well. Not so with igneous rocks; even the volcanic and plutonic realms grade into one another. Thus, any system with sharp boundaries, no matter how well-intentioned, will split continua of rock compositions.
The IUGS system almost seems to have been designed to carve up cogenetic calcalkaline suites into as many boxes as 
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www.geosociety.org/gsatoday possible. As noted by Frost et al. (2019) , such systems produce arrays that radiate from near the P apex and, as we noted in Figure 3 of our original paper, one Yosemite unit crosses the four-way junction where the granodiorite, tonalite, quartz monzodiorite/quartz monzogabbro and quartz diorite/quartz gabbro/quartz anorthosite fields come together. Only confusion can come of this, as four separate field estimates of modes of a rock from near this junction could be 20,10,50; 20,5,55; 15,10,60; and 15,5,60 . In our system these are all granodiorites (or tonalites, as the name is secondary), but these would end up with four different IUGS names: granodiorite, tonalite, quartz monzodiorite, and quartz diorite. One could use the full IUGS names, but as long as the numbers are there the names are not important, the similarities among the four estimates are clear, and the estimated color index is derivable.
The contention that one need not know what the IUGS names mean because they can be looked up strikes us as similar to saying that one need not memorize vocabulary to be fluent in a language because one can always just look up all the words. It is self-evident that the use of words that must be decoded interferes with communication.
Many IUGS names are rarely used. Figure 2 shows the frequency of occurrence of the rock names in the quartzpresent part of the IUGS diamond in the Geological Society of America Bulletin, 1890-2018. As we noted in our paper, rock names generally follow Zipf's Law, in which the frequency of a word or set of words is inversely proportional to its frequency rank. The IUGS names follow this for the first 10 and then drop off precipitously. Many names have been used only a few times, and then only to define a field on an IUGS diagram, a usage that scarcely justifies their continued presence on classification diagrams.
Nothing in our method asks that a rock name be tied to its origin. Frost et al. (2019) state that the lack of modal data in databases such as EarthChem means that "... their quantitative classification system, in addition to being of limited value in the field, is not likely to be widely applied." This misses the point. Perhaps our field methods differ, but we attempt to estimate modes in the field so that we can correlate, map, and understand the units more effectively. Most field petrologists do so, but the lack of such data in databases means that such data are effectively discarded. Our proposal aims to fix that.
